Psychoacoustic studies show that a narrowband noise masker exhibits a stronger simultaneous masking effect than a tonal masker with the same signal power placed at the noise center frequency. Consequently, perceptual audio codecs commonly incorporate some sort of tonality estimation as part of their perceptual model. However, common tonality estimation techniques do not necessarily reflect the perception of tonality by human listeners. As long as the tone and narrowband noise signals are long enough, they are easily distinguishable for normal hearing listeners. However, if the stimulus duration decreases, both signal types approach the shape of impulses and therefore, at some point become audibly identical. Consequently, at a given frequency and noise bandwidth, there is a duration threshold below which the signals cannot be distinguished. A series of so-called "2-AFC 3-step up-down" psychoacoustic tests are designed and carried out to investigate the frequency and bandwidth dependency of these duration thresholds. The test results, collected from 32 listeners, are statistically evaluated and confirm a decreasing threshold for increasing center frequency and bandwidth. These results can be used to improve psychoacoustic models for audio codecs by using tonality estimators with frequency and bandwidth adapted temporal resolution.
INTRODUCTION
Perceptual audio coders as well as low bit rate speech coders exploit properties of the human auditory system to a high extent. They try to optimize the subjective quality by appropriately shaping distortions arising from quantization. For this purpose masking effects are evaluated by regarding the original signal as a masker which acoustically should "cover" as much of the distortion as possible. Speech coders traditionally perform this task in a more implicit way by a weighting which leads to noise shaped similar to the temporal and spectral envelope of the signal. Audio coders as mp3 (MPEG Audio Layer 3 [1] [2]), AAC (MPEG-2/4 Advanced Audio Coding [3] [4] ), or other technologies on the other hand use explicit perceptual models which approximate the masking effects as good as possible. The fact that currently no perceptual models are applied in the standard systems for very low bit rate speech coding might be an indication for sub-optimal approximation of masking effects of speech. The challenge of this approximation is the strong variability in speech signals, which can contain strong pitch variations and quick switches between tonal (voiced), non-tonal (unvoiced), and transient-like segments. In a good model, these signal types require special consideration, since they differ in the strength of their masking effects [5] [6] .
In order to enable improvements of future perceptual models, we investigated in a previous study the influence of the duration on the ability of listeners to distinguish between tone and noise bursts [7] .
With the study presented here, we wanted to gain even more insight in the behavior of the auditory system in the presence of rapidly varying signal content. For this purpose we designed experiments also tackling the influence of frequency and bandwidth on the discrimination capabilities.
In the following, we first describe the design of the experiment. Then we present the results and a short discussion.
EXPERIMENT
12 various 2-AFC (2-alternative forced choice) 3-step transformed up-down (or staircase) tests [8] [9] [10] were performed, which are discussed in details in the following.
Apparatus
The study was done with open headphones (electrostatic Stax SR-507 with SRM-600 driver unit) in an environment with a background noise of 25 dB SPL. We calibrated the system with a KEMAR dummy-head for a 250 Hz tone at 75 dB SPL. New stimuli were produced in MATLAB from sinusoids and band pass filtered random noise for every trial.
Stimuli
With calibrated constant loudness for all the tests, we investigated the duration threshold at different center frequencies and for different bandwidths. Noise bandwidths of ERB, ERB/2 and ERB/4 [6] were chosen for this study. Keeping the bandwidth for each test series constant, 4 center frequencies were chosen, which are equidistant according to the ERB scale [6] : 345, 754, 1456 and 2658 Hz. Thus, for finding each duration threshold, one specific noise bandwidth and one center frequency were chosen and kept constant; the variable parameter was the duration of the stimulus. In each trial, a pair of two bursts was presented consecutively, with a pause in between (800 ms): tone-tone, tone-noise, noise-tone or noise-noise. Narrowband noise is produced from filtered white noise [7] . Abrupt switching is avoided by using a window function with Hann-like slopes at both sides. Figure 1 (a) shows an example for such a window for a burst length of 15 ms and Figure 1 (b) shows with the example of a tone burst, how such a window slightly spreads the spectrum. Tone and noise bursts were presented with equal signal energies.
Method
In comparison with the recent study [7] , we decided to use a 3-step up-down method for this study, in order to consider the 50 percent chance level of correct responses in 2-AFC tests [8] [9] [10] [11] . Constant steps of 1 ms were used for changes in signal duration, which seemed to be adequate according to the standard deviation [8] of data resulting from previous tests [7] . Figure 2 illustrates such a 3-step staircase method.
All in all, 12 of these 3-step up-down tests were done for each subject (resulting from combination of 3 different noise bandwidths and 4 different center frequencies). In order to prevent that subjects notice the sequential up-down structure behind the test series, we always presented 2 test series randomly interspersed (as suggested in [9] ).
The subjects were asked whether the signals (burst pair) were equal or different (2-AFC). The up-down rule was used for correct or incorrect responses. I.e., the signal durations were reduced by 1 ms after 3 consecutive correct responses and increased by 1 ms for every wrong response. The tests were done for 11 runs. The data from the 2nd to the 11th run were collected, which led to 5 maxima and 5 minima for statistics. The statistical mean of these 10 extremes gave the duration threshold for a specific frequency, bandwidth and subject. 32 normal hearing subjects participated in the study, among which 18 were expert listeners. The subjects had a 2-3 minutes training of listening to signal pairs, whereby they were told which pairs were equal and which different. A short version of the test (6-8 minutes) followed as further training. The 12 test series took approximately 70 minutes totally, however, were conducted in 3 periods of "4 tests" (each period 20-25 minutes), and with at least half a day of pause in between.
RESULTS
As discussed before, 5 maxima and 5 minima were obtained for every subject, frequency and noise bandwidth. Average and standard deviation of these 10 extremes were calculated as the duration threshold for each subject. Finally, mean values and standard deviations of all 32 subjects were calculated for different noise bandwidths and center frequencies. Furthermore, the data for the 18 expert subject were analyzed separately. Figure 3 illustrates the results individually for ERB (a), ERB/2 (b) and ERB/4 (c), each showing the results for the 4 different frequencies. Left bars show mean values and standard deviations of "all" subjects. Right bars illustrate these results for the "expert" subjects.
The results for ERB correlate very well with the results of the recent study [7] , considering 1-2 ms shift upwards which is caused by the 3-step rule. Figure 3 confirms our assumption that the duration threshold is higher for lower frequencies and narrower noise bandwidth. It might be explained by the fact that the human auditory system has a higher temporal resolution for high frequency signals, and that noise with narrower bandwidth is more similar to a tone than noise with wider bandwidth. The results show no significant difference between "all" subjects and the "expert" ones. It could mean that the method is more robust than the methods used in the previous tests [7] .
SUMMARY
Duration thresholds for discrimination of tonal and narrowband noise bursts at different center frequencies and with different bandwidths are investigated with a 2-AFC 3-step up-down method. The results show a dependency of the duration threshold on center frequency and bandwidth of the noise: the threshold falls with increasing frequency and bandwidth. The results also confirm the results of previous test series with other methods. Based on these results, we suggest to consider frequency and bandwidth adapted temporal resolution in perceptual models -especially in tonality estimation, if present. 
